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Adams, Madison How can implementing a composting program have a positive    
influence on a community? 5/22  9:35 am 208

Aiken, Haley What are the processes and skills involved in organizing a large    
fundraising event? 5/19  1:25 pm 206

Airey, Alexandra What are the building blocks for a healthy relationship? 5/19  12:25 pm 207
Arrowsmith, Ellen How does Live Action Role Play (LARP) benefit its participants? 5/19  9:35 am 206
Aspinwall, Taylor What makes a good outdoor leader? 5/23  9:35 am 205
Ballantyne, Lyndsey How does one dress their body in a way that is flattering? 5/20  9:35 am 204
Bamforth, Jillian How do New York Fashion Week and various brands coincide through    

advertising to create a mutual benefit? 5/21  7:40 am 208
Behn, Taylor How does one raise awareness of cyber bullying in the     

school setting? 5/23  12:25 pm 221
Belanger, Michael How are windmills designed to generate electricity efficiently     

and effectively? 5/20  8:35 am 208
Bergeron, Madelyne How are clues combined to tell a story of what animals are doing? 5/23  9:35 am 221
Bewersdorf, Trysten How does one recreate computer generated music using    

instruments made from repurposed materials. 5/22  1:25 pm 221
Billingsley, Jordan What impact does lucid dreaming have upon mental health? 5/21  7:40 am 230
Blunden, Christine What makes a successful restaurant manager? 5/16  1:25 pm 207
Bonin, Joseph How does one design and create a product to sell? 5/22  12:25 pm 205
Brackett, Julia How is capitalism immoral? 5/21  1:25 pm 205
Brady, Morgan How does a teen cope with the loss of a parent or family member     

while juggling the challenges of school and life? 5/22  7:40 am 204
Brisebois, Jennifer How does dance training positively influence the development of    

personal traits and life skills? 5/16  12:25 pm 208
Britton, Amber Why does food taste good? 5/21  8:35 am 205
Brown, Trevor How do modern technologies in aviation compare to the old fashioned steam gauges and 

physical flight bags in terms of both safety and usability? 5/21  1:25 pm 204
Burnley, Christopher How can we create a world where everyone has a decent     

place to live? 5/23  8:35 am 204
Cannon, Haley How do elementary school children learn? 5/22  10:30 am 221
Carlson, Alexander In design, how does concept affect outcome? 5/20  1:25 pm 230
Carlson, Brooke How does an emerging artist promote and market their artwork? 5/23  9:35 am 204
Casey, Michael How does a person create a useful triathlon training program? 5/16  12:25 pm 205
Catanuso, Cydney Who do you seek out if wrongfully convicted? 5/23  9:35 am 230
Cavanaugh, Thomas Why is woodworking still relevant for public school education? 5/16  1:25 pm 204
Charbonneau, Taylor How can a high school student become an entrepreneur? 5/22  7:40 am 230
Chistolini, Victoria How can honeybees be used to pollinate fruit-bearing crops in an    

enclosed high tunnel system? 5/22  1:25 pm 204
Civiello, Madilyn How does one create an effective integrated marketing plan? 5/22  12:25 pm 208
Coldwell, Sydney Who determines beauty? 5/21  12:25 pm 230
Concannon, Jessica Who learns to play the ukelele? 5/22  9:35 am 204
Connor, Riley How does a healthy diet and a customized workout plan     

impact mood? 5/20  12:25 pm 230
Cunis, Olivia What are the principal components of putting together an     

a cappella group? 5/21  8:35 am 208
D’Agati, Eric How have paranormal investigations evolved over time? 5/20  1:25 pm 207
Davis, Abrianna How do team sports positively affect kids? 5/22  8:35 am 207
Davis, Ryan How do I motivate kids to stay interested in piano? 5/21  12:25 pm 208
DeFilippo, Samantha How is the cycle of homelessness broken? 5/19  1:25 pm 208
DeForest, Benjamin How does one tailor a weight training routine and a diet to reach     

peak physical and mental health? 5/19  7:40 am 230
Dean, Margaret Why Tea? 5/20  8:35 am 207
Desborough, Parker What constitutes a secure computer? 5/21  9:35 am 207
DiLiegro, Angela How do our genes define us? 5/16  1:25 pm 205
Disco, Shannon How would an amateur advance their skils in the art of     

cake decorating? 5/20  9:35 am 221
Donohue, Jocelyn Why do people scuba dive? 5/16  8:35 am 230
Driscoll, Charles What nutritional habits should be followed to increase performance     

and optimal health? 5/16  12:25 pm 207
Durling, Olivia What materials, methods, and stylistic aspects of pottery lead to     

a quality product? 5/22  10:30 am 206
Dworkin, Brian What does it take to properly train a dog? 5/20  12:25 pm 221
Edvalson, Olivia How can conceptual photography shed light on social issues? 5/16  9:35 am 230
Ellis, Taylor What are the effective techniques to engage and instruct children     

ages 6-8 in the art of horsemanship? 5/23  12:25 pm 207
Emerson, Julia How can the provision of global support for a worthy cause     

be localized? 5/21  8:35 am 204
Emery, Hannah How can people learn to live in harmony with their devices? 5/21  8:35 am 207
Emmond, Jason How can an audio engineer apply techniques to produce stylistically    

appropriate music? 5/21  1:25 pm 208
Enoch, Caylin How can a service group build community relations while    

encouraging its members to become active global citizens? 5/20  9:35 am 230
Evans, Aislinn Why, and in what ways, has the media edited our expectations     

of beauty? 5/19  8:35 am 206
Facey, John What is mathematical modeling and how can it be used to make     

the abstract concrete? 5/16  9:35 am 207
Farris, Bailey What can be done to save Hawaiian monk seals from extinction     

without captivity? 5/20  7:40 am 206
Fitzgerald, Patrick What is encryption? 5/23  9:35 am 208
Foley, Jack How can adolescents effectively reduce stress in their everyday life? 5/21  1:25 pm 230
Forest, Hailee Why do people love ice cream? 5/20  8:35 am 205
Formby-Lavertu, Camden  What is the link between societal pressure to be beautiful and     

what women perceive as beautiful? 5/21  7:40 am 204
Foulks, Casey What unique lessons can an individual with Down syndrome     

teach us? 5/19  9:35 am 208
Frank, Alexander What knowledge does one need to successfully recondition a    

snowmobile engine? 5/19  12:25 pm 230
French, Dylan What are the considerations in custom building a Drone? 5/19  9:35 am 221
French, Morgan “How can art be used as a tool to help heal mental trauma?
“ 5/23  9:35 am 207
Freud, Jamie How does chiropractic care benefit overall health and well-being? 5/20  7:40 am 230
Garvey, Ella How do celebrities reflect what society values? 5/19  1:25 pm 221
Gaukstern, Emily How can the use of robotic-assisted hysterectomy be enhanced for     

overall greater safety? 5/22  10:30 am 204
Gordon, Elliot Why do we explore caves? 5/22  9:35 am 205
Gowell, Ian How can a ballista be build to maximize its performance? 5/16  1:25 pm 206
Grassett, Kimberly How has tagging impacted scientists’ understanding of the biology     

and migration of marine life? 5/22  7:40 am 221
Griffin, Johanna Can fanfiction help produce publishable writers? 5/23  8:35 am 205
Grudzien, Jack How does stress affect the lives of high school students? 5/22  12:25 pm 204
Hagen, Lyndsay What are the social pressures that are unique to girls who are most    

vulnerable in our society? 5/19  1:25 pm 205
Hahn, Korina Do people have a type? 5/19  8:35 am 204
Hale, Mitchell How does one refurbish an antique motorized scooter? 5/20  7:40 am 207
Hansen, Alyssa How does mass media influence how adolescent girls in America     

perceive themselves? 5/22  12:25 pm 230
Hathaway, Kevin How does sleep deprivation influence the lives of teens and     

young adults? 5/21  8:35 am 230
Hayes, Albert How do personal trainers help athletes with their performance? 5/22  12:25 pm 221
Hickey, Devon What are the effects of cancer treatment? 5/19  9:35 am 208
Hoerhold, Maximillian    What is coffee? 5/21  7:40 am 206
Horton, Chayce What does it take to make a sculpture? 5/16  12:25 pm 221
Houghton, Connor What is the application of cybernetics to muscle-computer interface? 5/19  9:35 am 205
Huang, Tina Why are processed foods a staple in American diets? 5/19  7:40 am 206
Hurd, Sarah How is the Fibonacci Sequence evident in our world? 5/16  7:40 am 221
Hutson, John How does the enigma machine work? 5/21  8:35 am 208
Huyck, Andrew How does one become a fishing captain? 5/20  9:35 am 206

Jacobs, Cassandra What steps need to be taken to ensure a safe training experience     
for both a dog and its owners? 5/22  9:35 am 206

Jay, Jessica What influences individuals to put their lives at risk for an    
adrenaline rush? 5/20  7:40 am 221

Johnson, Cullen How can convenient human movement be harnessed to create    
electrical energy? 5/16  9:35 am 205

Johnson, Hannah What are the psychological benefits of running? 5/23  12:25 pm 206
Kane, Kailey What was happening socially and politically during the time periods that the African American 

genres of spiritual, gospel, ragtime, and blues music developed? 5/21  1:25 pm 221
Kellndorfer, Julie Why is reforestation a promising solution to current environmental     

concerns? 5/16  7:40 am 205
Kelly-Durham, Min Lu    How can a high school student learn to make money in the stock market?  

 5/21  12:25 pm 206
Kent, Peyton What makes a National Park a National Park? 5/21  9:35 am 204
Kibbie, David How does one start a business? 5/23  7:40 am 208
King, Jaime Why do people take risks? 5/22  10:30 am 230
Knapp, Kaitlin How does a program of regular exercise affect our well-being? 5/16  12:25 pm 204
Knight, Bryce What are colleges and professional scouts looking for in an athlete? 5/19  12:25 pm 208
Kuhnert, Alex How has skiing evolved since its beginnings and in what ways has it    

become more accessible to everyone? 5/21  12:25 pm 204
Ladd, Zachery What is the future of personal transportation? 5/23  7:40 am 206
Lamarche, Ashley What are factors one needs to consider before deciding to    

become a parent? 5/21  9:35 am 206
Landrum, Charles What is the best way to teach efficient cross-country skiing? 5/21  9:35 am 221
Lapsley, Elizabeth How does one prepare a young child for reading success? 5/20  12:25 pm 206
Larivee, Mickenzie What are the components in making an engaging documentary? 5/21  12:25 pm 207
Learned, Madison Is Autism Truly Understood? 5/21  12:25 pm 221
Lipson, Marina What are the qualities of a successful leader? 5/19  12:25 pm 221
Liu, Ruomei How important are learning techniques in helping one become a     

more creative artist? 5/16  8:35 am 206
Long, Ryan How is the internet affecting journalism? 5/21  7:40 am 207
Lowell, Jacob How can a non-profit become financially self-sufficient? 5/22  7:40 am 208
Lynch, Ryan How does one prepare for a triathlon? 5/19  8:35 am 205
MacDowell, Hunter How does the change of components change the performance     

of the computer? 5/22  9:35 am 230
MacKenzie, Chandler     How can Souhegan sports be promoted through popular     

social media? 5/23  12:25 pm 205
Maguire, Patrick How does sleep affect us? 5/16  7:40 am 230
Mancini, Gina How does one successfully learn the technique of glass blowing? 5/23  7:40 am 204
Martin, Seamus Does creative writing have a place in the high school classroom? 5/22  8:35 am 230
Massa, Benjamin What is necessary to create a 3D printed product with mass appeal? 5/22  8:35 am 204
McCall, Connor What attributes must a goalie possess to be successful? 5/20  8:35 am 204
McCarthy, Christopher     What is the most effective way to gain explosive strength     

for football? 5/16  7:40 am 206
Mendola, Alessandro       How does one create a sonically and visually beautiful     

electric guitar? 5/16  12:25 pm 230
Mirhashem, Rebecca       What is the association between substance abuse and sexual     

abuse in females? 5/20  7:40 am 204
Morgan, Maeve How can a positive and safe environment influence children     

in school? 5/23  7:40 am 207
Moss, Lindsay How d sports affect a student? 5/19  12:25 pm 205
Mueller, Adaline What are the most important elements to keep in mind when    

planning a gap year? 5/16  9:35 am 206
Nair, Rishi What is the science behind flight and airplanes? 5/20  7:40 am 205
Nett, Charity How does human interaction alter the behaviors of marine animals? 5/20  12:25 pm 204
Noorda, Miclyn What are the best ways in which we can serve those in need? 5/19  12:25 pm 206
O’Connell, Catherine What goes into the construction of a “Boston” rocking chair? 5/19  7:40 am 221
O’Dowd, Daniel How does one create an internet-based business? 5/16  7:40 am 208
O’Dowd, Matthew How can visual components of juggling be combined with its rhythmic and   

mathematic components to create an artistic juggling piece? 5/16  1:25 pm 208
Ostrowski, Lauren What is memory? 5/23  12:25 pm 204
Paradise, Cain Why is chocolate considered a super food? 5/22  8:35 am 205
Pariselli, Michael How is an acoustic guitar built while maximizing sound performance? 5/23  8:35 am 206
Perigny, Rachel How are rising ocean temperatures affecting marine organisms? 5/19  12:25 pm 204
Pike, Forrest How can technology improve a musical composition? 5/23  8:35 am 207
Pike, Tyler What is the role of a hedge fund in the financial market place? 5/22  1:25 pm 206
Pitts, Caree What are the effective marketing strategies for promoting an event? 5/16  8:35 am 204
Pochopin, Stephanie Why do people develop brain tumors and how are they treated? 5/20  9:35 am 207
Pollio, Sean Can violent video games have an effect on real world violence? 5/22  9:35 am 207
Prescott, Andrew How does understanding and appreciating a car topper boat’s design    

and history contribute to its construction? 5/19  7:40 am 207
Prue, Samantha What is the importance of sustainable agriculture? 5/22  12:25 pm 207
Quinn, Brett How does knowing the specifics about an engine help you to make    an 

informed purchase? 5/16  9:35 am 221
Rafferty, Rachel What is the process to discover family roots? 5/22  8:35 am 208
Raiser, Carolyn What are the most effective techniques of making metal jewelry? 5/20  7:40 am 208
Rendall, Liam What are the components of basement renovation? 5/19  1:25 pm 204
Richardson, Kyle How does exercise influence behavior? 5/23  8:35 am 208
Robinson, Jonathan What constitutes a successful solution to addres the impact of     

climate change on the ski industry? 5/20  1:25 pm 208
Roby, Patience What happens to the human body when death occurs? 5/20  12:25 pm 207
Rogers, Marin How does one construct a wigwam that can be used year-round? 5/23  7:40 am 205
Rohrer, Marilyn How is art therapy effective... 5/19  7:40 am 204
Rose, Jake What is essential in making a high quality action sport film? 5/19  8:35 am 230
Safarz, Alexandra How does the UN empower women in Kenya? 5/19  8:35 am 221
Safer, Madison How is art used to document human relations to the coniferous    

forests? 5/16  8:35 am 205
Sanborn, Mason What does it take to be a voice actor? 5/22  12:25 pm 206
Saunders, Timothy How can a film be effectively and successfully adapted into a    

Broadway-style musical? 5/20  9:35 am 205
Schagrin, Caroline How does music education benefit cognitive development? 5/22  7:40 am 207
Schweizer, Katherine How can one raise awareness for a nonprofit event ? 5/20  1:25 pm 206
Segul, Matthew What is a dog’s role in physical and mental well being of humans? 5/22  8:35 am 206
Silva, Joshua How do the ingredients of a pottery glaze and the firing process it    

undergoes affect the results? 5/23  9:35 am 206
Smith, Grayson How can animation enhance a story? 5/16  8:35 am 208
Sousa, Cori How can a product be created and successfully marketed? 5/22  10:30 am 205
Stauble, Emily How can a simple skill be used to benefit oneself and impact    the 

lives of others? 5/21  7:40 am 221
Sullivan, Mikaela What is needed to create a natural and flavorful soda? 5/16  9:35 am 204
Thompson, Bridget How do different techniques of composing a film score create     

unique dynamics in a film? 5/22  7:40 am 205
Tuthill, Geoffrey How can a natural bodybuilder sculpt his best physique? 5/22  9:35 am 221
Vamos, Tas How is bird behavior and distribution affected by climate choice? 5/19  9:35 am 207
Velino, Mark How can professional level audio and music be produced using     

modern recording and mixing techniques? 5/23  7:40 am 230
Vigneault, Kyle Can beats and remixes be produces using a basic computer    

program, without studio equipment? 5/23  12:25 pm 230
Vordenberg, Olivia How can Theatre of the Oppressed and Invisible Theatre be used to     

make powerful images and movements for social change? 5/20  1:25 pm 204
Wesenberg, Sage How does the history and origin of the violin affect the way     

that it sounds? 5/20  12:25 pm 205
White, Andrew How has the creation and purpose of candles changed in     

modern culture? 5/22  1:25 pm 207
Yeaton, Connor What is the engineering and construction behind a platform camper? 5/20  8:35 am 206
Zeolie, Anthony How does a personalized learning experience contribute to a    

student’s success in high school? 5/19 7:40 am 208

Note:  Some students have already presented or have yet to be assigned a presentation date.

STUDENT NAME ESSENTIAL QUESTION Date Time Room STUDENT NAME ESSENTIAL QUESTION Date Time Room

2014 Souhegan High School 
Senior Project Presentations

Senior Project is a personalized learning experience which is a requirement for graduation from Souhegan High 
School.  With support from a faculty memtor, students idendify an area of passion, complete significant research, 
create an applied piece and prepare a formal 20 minute presentation.  Throughout Senior Project, students demon-
strate their skills as independent learners, including their ability to problem-solve, organize their time and re-
sources  and reflect upon their learning.  The public is invited to presentations of the Class of 2014 as listed below. 


